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The recent meeting of AJCU presidents, board chairs, provincials, representative rectors, and Fr. Adolfo Nicolás at Loyola University Chicago was significant for its context, content, and consequences. This meeting was the first time that the board chairs of the 28 schools of the AJCU had met together, and their presence along with Father General's visit significantly energized our gathering. The assembly made very clear that when the presidents and board chairs convene the majority of the leadership of Jesuit institutions is now in the hands of the laity. It is also made clear that we have a long way to go before there is greater gender and racial diversity among our leadership. I appreciated having my board chair, Kevin Condron, with me so that the power of the experience and the wisdom of the general were being heard and later could be shared by more than one person upon returning to Holy Cross. We have subsequently decided that the focus of our September board meeting will center on our Catholic and Jesuit identity. I was also pleased to meet Kip Condron, Kevin's brother and board chair of the University of Scranton. Kevin and Kip are the first brothers to serve simultaneously as board chairs of a Jesuit college and university.

While the provincials and Father General met separately during the first session, the higher education participants were led through a guided meditation and group reflection based on the Spiritual Exercises, a new experience for many but one that was well received. We soon understood its relevance as Father Nicolás’s presentation emphasized our respective calls to be spiritual and heroic leaders. Given the uncertain context of higher education today and our difficult financial realities, the rapidly diminishing number of Jesuits on our campuses and the growing number of lay presidents, as well as the pending mergers of our United States provinces, I suspect that many of us were initially surprised that Father General began by talking about spiritual leadership rather than the practical implications of the realities we face.

By the time Father Nicholas ended his presentation with a simple and humble request of our board chairs. He asked them to share with our provincials and presidents how their recruitment of employees could help us in the recruitment of Jesuit vocations. Not only is the future of our Jesuit colleges and universities dependent on our lay/Jesuit collaboration; but apparently so is the future of the Society of Jesus itself.
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